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Listening & Speaking

Reading

Presentations (1)

Textbooks (1)

Understanding main ideas in a
presentation
Noting down key information
Identifying questions asking for
information
Asking questions for further information
Noting-taking (1): Noting key information
Questions (1): Asking for further
information

Understanding a text
Identifying factual information
Identifying statistics and time references
Data (1): Identifying factual information
Factual information: Present and past
simple and progressive

Lectures (1)

Textbooks (2)

Listening for the main and supporting
ideas in a lecture
Understanding spoken definitions
Defining and explaining a simple concept
in a seminar discussion
Defining (1): Giving spoken definitions
Defining (2): Asking for definitions and
explanations

Identifying definitions and explanations
in a text
Identifying the language of simple
definitions and explanations
Understanding meaning from context
Defining (3): Identifying definitions and
explanations in a text

Presentations (2)

Textbooks (3)

Understanding the main idea and
supporting details in a presentation
Noting down examples in a presentation
Describing a concept
Asking for repetition and clarification
Note-taking (2): Noting examples
Repeating and clarifying information

Understanding a descriptive text
Recognizing the use of description in
a text
Understanding noun phrases in
descriptions
Noun phrases (1): Using adjectives and
nouns to modify nouns

Lectures (2)

Textbooks (4)

Understanding comparison and contrast in
a lecture
Giving a short presentation referring to
visual information
Comparing data in a short presentation
Comparison and contrast (1): Adjectives
Data (2): Referring to visuals

Understanding the main idea and specific
details in a text
Identifying the language of comparison
and contrast
Understanding comparison and contrast
in a text
Comparison and contrast (2): Using
different word classes

Lectures (3)

Journals

Identifying stance in a lecture
Expressing stance with supporting
evidence
Asking for and responding to stance in
a discussion
Stance (1): Referring to someone else’s
views
Stance (2): Giving an opinion, agreeing,
and disagreeing

Identifying the main arguments in a text
Recognizing stance in a text
Stance (3): Author’s stance; other people’s
stance
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Writing

Vocabulary

Academic Language Check

(1) Simple sentences

Using academic vocabulary
Vocabulary-building: Identifying verbs
and nouns

Present and past simple and
progressive forms
Writing simple sentences
Writing compound sentences

Academic verbs
Collocations (1): Verbs and nouns

Definitions and explanations
Definitions using defining words and
phrases

Style: Academic vs informal vocabulary
Collocations (2): Prepositions

Noun phrases (1): Adjectives and nouns
Noun phrases (2): Articles
Noun phrases (3): Cohesive determiners

Vocabulary related to trends
Prepositions in statistics
Vocabulary-building: Antonyms

Describing similarity and difference
Comparative adjectives

Vocabulary related to research
Vocabulary-building: Noun suffixes
Nouns and verbs with the same form

Expressing stance
Agreeing and disagreeing
Hedging

Identifying parts of a simple sentence
Writing simple sentences
Sentences (1): SVO; SVC
Sentences (2): SVA

(2) Compound sentences
Writing compound sentences using and, but,
and or
Sentences (3): Writing compound sentences
using coordinators
Sentences (4): Using compound sentences

(1) Simple definitions
Writing simple definitions
Writing definitions with relative clauses
Defining (4): Relative clauses

(2) Extended definitions
Writing definitions with prepositional phrases
Writing extended definitions
Defining (5): Prepositional phrases
Defining (6): Extended definitions

(1) Sentences using articles
Identifying the use of articles
Using articles in sentences and in a short
paragraph
Noun phrases (2): Articles

(2) Sentences using noun phrases
Identifying the use of determiners to give
cohesion
Adding descriptive detail to nouns
Writing sentences using noun phrases
Noun phrases (3): Determiners
Noun phrases (4): Using determiners,
adjectives, and nouns

(1) Writing connected sentences
Identifying the language of comparison and
contrast
Writing connected sentences comparing and
contrasting ideas
Comparison and contrast (3): Showing
similarities and differences

(2) Describing visual data
Describing visual data using comparison
and contrast
Data (3): Approximation

(1) Sentences expressing stance
Writing sentences expressing stance
Hedging (1)

(2) Writing a stance paragraph
Writing a paragraph expressing stance
Using hedging language to express stance
Hedging (2): appear and seem; modal verbs
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Academic Focus:
Perspective

Page 092

Academic Focus:
Summarizing and paraphrasing

Page 106
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Page 120

Academic Focus:
Cause and effect

location

Page 134

Academic Focus:
Argument

Glossary of grammatical and
academic terms page 007
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Listening & speaking

reading

Lectures (4)

Textbooks (5)

Recognizing perspectives in a lecture
Using abbreviations to take notes
Identifying perspectives in a presentation
Presenting an idea from a range of
perspectives
Perspective (1): Expressing spoken
perspective
Note-taking (3): Abbreviations and
symbols

Identifying perspectives in a text
Using perspectives to understand a text
Perspective (2): Expressing perspective in
a text

Lectures (5)

Textbooks (6)

Understanding signposting language
Note-taking (4): Organizing notes into
summaries
Using signposting language
Giving a summary of a talk
Signposting language

Identifying key features of a summary
Understanding references in a text
Summarizing information in a text
Cohesion: Referring back in texts

Presentations (3)

Textbooks (7)

Noting down key events in a past
narrative
Identifying the sequence of events in a
narrative
Describing a past narrative
Past tenses

Understanding a description of a process
Identifying key language in a process
Describing a process (1): Sequencing in
a process

Lectures (6)

Textbooks (8)

Understanding cause and effect
Recognizing and noting down key cause
and effect relations
Using indirect questions to respond to
lecture content
Giving a brief explanation of causes and
effects
Cause and effect (1): Relationships
Questions (2): Indirect questions

Understanding cause and effect
relationships in a text
Using verbs to describe cause and effect
Cause and effect (2): Verbs

Lectures (7)

Textbooks (9)

Identifying main argument and supporting
evidence
Identifying structure of a well-reasoned
argument
Presenting arguments for and against
Linking words (1): Addition
Linking words (2): Conceding

Understanding a short argument text
Identifying arguments
Evaluating the strength of arguments
Linking words (3): Contrast

Language reference

Writing: Sample answers

page 150

page 159
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Writing

Vocabulary

Academic language check

(1) Topic sentences

Vocabulary-building: Adjective and
adverb formation
Vocabulary-building: Multi-part verbs

Abbreviations in note-taking
Expressing perspective
Topic and concluding sentences

Collocations (3): More verb and noun
collocations
Using synonyms in paraphrasing

Signposting language
Referring back in a text
Paraphrasing
Citation

Prepositions of place
Using verbs to describe a process
Word formation: Describing dimensions

Past narrative tenses
The passive voice
The passive voice and narrative
sequencing words

Collocations (4): Adjective + noun
Recognizing the meaning of homonyms

Cause and effect language

Formal and informal vocabulary
Using common prefixes

Linking words (1): Addition
Linking words (2): Contrast

Answer key

Video and audio transcripts page 169
List of sources for texts page 175

Identifying topic sentences in a
paragraph
Writing topic sentences

(2) Topic and concluding sentences
Identifying concluding sentences
Writing a paragraph with topic and
concluding sentences

(1) Paraphrasing
Paraphrasing sentences
Paraphrasing a paragraph
Paraphrasing

(2) Citation
Recognizing citation
Citation

(1) Sentences using passives
Using the passive voice to describe a
process
Describing steps in a process using the
passive voice
Describing a process (2): The passive
voice

(2) Describing a process
Writing a paragraph describing a process
Describing a process (3): The passive
voice, tenses, sequencing words

(1) Cause and effect connections
Using noun expressions to express cause
and effect
Expressing cause and effect using verbs
and nouns
Cause and effect (3): Noun expressions

(2) Cause and effect paragraphs
Writing a paragraph expressing cause and
effect

(1) Main body paragraphs
Identifying arguments and supporting
ideas
Writing main body paragraphs

(2) Openings and conclusions
Planning opening and concluding
paragraphs
Writing an argument essay
Essay writing (1): Stating aim and
purpose
Essay writing (2): Concluding paragraphs

Additional material from units
page 162

page 166
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